
Meeting of the Technical Steering 
Committee (TSC) Board  
 

Tuesday, January 23rd 2018
11:00am ET

http://openhpc.community 



Meeting Logistics 

•  https://www.uberconference.com/jeff_ef 
 

•  United States : +1 (510) 224-9559 (No PIN 
needed). 



Antitrust Policy Notice 

•  Linux Foundation meetings involve participation by industry competitors, and 
it is the intention of the Linux Foundation to conduct all of its activities in 
accordance with applicable antitrust and competition laws. It is therefore 
extremely important that attendees adhere to meeting agendas, and be 
aware of, and not participate in, any activities that are prohibited under 
applicable US state, federal or foreign antitrust and competition laws. 

•  Examples of types of actions that are prohibited at Linux Foundation 
meetings and in connection with Linux Foundation activities are described in 
the Linux Foundation Antitrust Policy available at http://
www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy. If you have questions about these 
matters, please contact your company counsel, or if you are a member of the 
Linux Foundation, feel free to contact Andrew Updegrove of the firm of 
Gesmer Updegrove LLP, which provides legal counsel to the Linux 
Foundation. 
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Agenda 

•  Interim email for Karl: karl@koomie.com

• No TSC meeting next week…(Jan 30)

•  Welcome new members

•  PEARC’18 Submission Update

•  Developer updates

•  Review Cycle #5 summary and discussion

•  Update on small tweak to RPM dependency discussion 
from last time...
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New Members 

•  Would like to welcome several new members who have 
formally joined the LF project since SC’17:
- Rutgers University

- Bright Computing

- National Renewal Energy Laboratory (NREL)

- Compute Canada
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PEARC’18 Tutorial Submission 

•  The abstract phase of the tutorial submission was 
accepted

•  Next step:
- Stage 2 full proposal due by Feb 19, 2018
- Length options:

•  full-day (6-hours)
•  half-day (3-hours)
• quarter-day (1.5 hours)

- Planning to submit similar proposal/outline as last time with 
modifications to include aarch64 (and we can presumably let 
at least one group install on aarch64 cluster)
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Developer Resources 

•  Have started a new developer resources area on the GitHub wiki

•  First item of potential use is a git commit hook that can be used to help format commit 
messages:
-  https://github.com/openhpc/ohpc/wiki/git-commit-hooks

-  prepends the area/component being updated (in cases were only a single component change is 
detected)

-  have to place the script in your local git clone to work

-  enabled with git commit foo.spec (ie, using $EDITOR to form commit message)

-  does nothing with git commit foo.spec -m “super snazzy message”              
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Developer Contribution Agreement 

•  An open item from first year’s TSC discussion:
- publish a contribution agreement (or certificate of origin)

•  Q: Do we want to revisit this now and put a policy in place 
for landing future pull requests?

•  A number of community projects leverage (and require) the 
“signed-off” by functionality of git that implies committer is 
agreeing to developer certificate of origin/contribution 
declaration, etc…
-  Linux kernel: https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/v4.12/process/submitting-patches.html

-  Chef: 
https://blog.chef.io/2016/09/19/introducing-developer-certificate-of-origin/

-  OpenMPI: 
https://github.com/open-mpi/ompi/wiki/Admistrative-rules#contributors-declaration
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Developer Contribution Agreement 

•  Using OpenMPI as a template, here is a proposed draft:
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Each proposed contribution to the OpenHPC repository must include the text "Signed-off-by:" followed by 
the contributor's name and either email address or Github ID. This is a developer's certification that he or 
she has the right to submit the patch for inclusion into the project, and indicates agreement to the 
Developer's Certificate of Origin: 
 
"By making a contribution to this project, I certify that: 
1.  The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I have the right to submit it under the 

OpenHPC open source license; or  
2.  The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the best of my knowledge, is covered under an 

appropriate open source license and I have the right under that license to submit that work with 
modifications, whether created in whole or in part by me, under the OpenHPC open source 
license (unless I am permitted to submit under a different license); or 

3.  The contribution was provided directly to me by some other person who certified (1) or (2) and I have 
not modified it. 

4.  I understand and agree that this project and the contribution are public and that a record of the 
contribution (including all personal information I submit with it, including my sign-off) is maintained 
indefinitely and may be redistributed consistent with this project and the open source license(s) 
involved." 

 
Proposed contributions failing to include the "Signed-off-by:" certification will not be accepted into any 
OpenHPC code repository. The community reserves the right to revert any commit inadvertently made 
without the required certification. 



Developer Contribution Agreement 

•  If we want to go the “Signed-off” 
route, I would propose we 
implement a verification hook for 
future pull requests
-  useful to auto-verify that the 

commits in PR are signed
-  can leverage other community 

work to create web service
•  e.g. the OpenMPI folks publish 

php scripts at: 
https://github.com/jsquyres/
github-webhooks

•  Also, those who commit directly to 
OpenHPC branches would be 
required to use “Signed-off” 
feature 
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Example: PR with three commits

From: https://www.slideshare.net/jsquyres/fun-
with-github-webhooks-verifying-signedoffby 



Review cycle #5 

•  Decent agreement for first four submissions above

•  Issues with DMTCP and OpenUCX:
-  Open UCX: although majority is reject, reading the reviews I believe the consensus is that it is useful to 

include, but it has a dependency for newer MPICH (which is not yet released)…..folks amenable to an 
Accept w/ changes* for now, but we wait till newer MPICH is available before putting on the backlog?

-  DMTCP: this appears to be a checkpoint/restart utility that is a standalone binary: 
•  ie. do not need builds against other ohpc compiler/mpi variants
•  it was in EPEL-6 and is now available in EPEL-7 testing
•  reviews seem to indicate no issues against the component, just wondering if it’s necessary in ohpc if already 

available elsewhere?
•  ok to go with Reject until changes* for now, but highlight that we think it’s a good HPC fit, and would consider 

taking it on if doesn’t land in EPEL-7?
–  or, once available, we could include it as an optional install component in the documentation?
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Component Name # of Reviewers # of accepts # of rejects Avg. Priority 

MFEM 5 5 0 8.0 
slurm-spank-x11 5 5 0 5.6 

GEOPM 5 4 1 5.2 
LBNL-NHC 5 4 1 5.0 

DMTCP 5 2 3 5.4 
Open UCX 5 2 3 3.5 



RPM dependencies 
small tweak to Approach #2 highlighted last time 

•  ohpc.attr config file from last time:

 

•  updated ohpc.attr from latest ohpc-buildroot RPM: 
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%__ohpc_provides   /usr/lib/rpm/ohpc-find-provides -r ohpc 
%__ohpc_requires   /usr/lib/rpm/ohpc-find-requires %{buildroot} 

%__ohpc_path             ^%{OHPC_HOME} 
%__elf_exclude_path  ^%{OHPC_HOME} 

 
%__ohpc_magic      ^ELF (32|64)-bit.*$ 

%__ohpc_flags      magic_and_path 

%__ohpc_provides        /usr/lib/rpm/ohpc-find-provides 
%__ohpc_requires        /usr/lib/rpm/ohpc-find-requires %{buildroot} /opt/ohpc 

%__ohpc_path            ^/opt/ohpc 
%__elf_exclude_path     ^/opt/ohpc 

 
%__ohpc_magic           ^ELF (32|64)-bit.*$ 

%__ohpc_flags           magic_and_path 
%__elflib_exclude_path  ^/opt/ohpc 

 

SLES  
only 

•  Avoids problems for non-ohpc packages that 
do not use our macro variables 

•  Interested parties can still rebuild from src to 
change top-level path, but need to rebuild 
ohpc-buildroot as well 


